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Bicycle Infrastructure in L.A.: Where is it? Who uses it? And where is it needed?

INTRODUCTION

Los Angeles has recently adopted the 2010 L.A. Bike Plan, and the 2035 L.A. Mobility

Plan, both of which touch upon the need for better bicycle infrastructure within the Los Angeles
County region. The 2010 Bike Plan notes that there is only 0.65% of the total population which
chooses to commute to work by bicycle. As a county, especially one so automobile oriented as

Los Angeles, we should be striving for more sustainable methods of transportation. One theory
of how to improve the percentage of people who use the bicycle as a method of commuting is

to provide a more inclusive network of bicycle paths, providing safe and more accessible routes
for everyone. This study is being created with the purpose to determine which census tracts

seem to require better access to bicycle infrastructure and therefore should be given further
investigation into their feasibility for improvements.

Currently, the Los Angeles area utilizes three forms of bicycle infrastructure, bike lanes,

bike paths, and bike routes. Bike paths, being seen as the safest form of bicycle travel, are

completely segregated from all automobile and other motorized vehicle use. Because bike
paths are independent of roadways, they often are the most expensive to implement and

require undeveloped land, making them often difficult to enact. A bike lane, on the other hand
is located adjacent to a regular car lane, but is designated solely for the use of non-motorized
bikes. The final method, a bike route, is a street or road which allows for both vehicular and

bicycle traffic to share the road. Bicycle routes, while the cheapest to implement due to little to
no infrastructure modifications, is also the least safe. It is important to understand the
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difference between these three forms of bicycle infrastructures due to the differences in safety,
cost to implement, and space required to develop. These factors help to determine the

feasibility of developing such paths in different areas. For this reason, the different types of

bicycle infrastructure have been noted by color on Maps 1 and 2, to inform which areas allow
for each method.

UTILIZING ArcGIS

The first step in determining feasible improvements which can be made to the existing

bicycling network, is to determine where bicycle paths, routes, and lanes are located, in

comparison to the location of those who commute by bicycle. The data sources which were

utilized for this study included the census data for Los Angeles County, depicting commuters
“means of transportations to work,” as well as data gathered from Metro, which maps the

location of the existing bicycle infrastructure. I chose the specific commuting data from the

census website due to it including all groups of people who bike to work, instead of categorizing
people by age, race, or income status. Bicycling should be an option for everyone, and
therefore should take into account all users.

The census data was originally formatted in an excel spread sheet data table, with a

GeoID indicating each census tract, and the number of commuters by bicycle and any other

method of transportation. First, it was necessary to narrow the census data down to include the
GeoID and the commuters by bicycle, deleting other methods of commuting such as bus, cars,
and walking. The data then needed to be joined with the shapefile data, in order to locate

where on the map, each census tract was located. In order to successfully merge the data, the
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GeoID number sets associated with the census data needed to have a 0 added to the beginning

of the numbers, in order to mimic the format/significant digits of the shapefile GeoID numbers.
Once the data was merged, a choropleth was to be created, quantifying the data from the

census, and indicating 4 categories of the number of bicycle commuters in each tract. However,
in order to view the data as a percentage of the entire pool of commuters, a second map (Map

2) had to be created. In order to create map 2, a column of data was inserted, which computed
the number of bicycle commuters divided by the entire number of commuters in the area. The

four categories used to represent the levels of bicycle ridership in each census on maps 1 and 2,
were determined by using a quantile division. The final step in gathering the initial data was to
download the data from metro as to the location of the bicycle infrastructure. The data was
then added to the map as line work overlaid on top of the choropleth.

The initial maps (Maps 1 and 2) were satisfactory with the information they presented,

and gave a fairly complete image of the existing conditions within Los Angeles and its bicycling
network. However, simply having the existing conditions mapped out was just the start. In

order to provide sufficient analysis, I decided to highlight census tracts which showed higher
volumes of people who chose the bicycle as their method of commuting to work, yet were

census tracts with no existing bicycle infrastructure within the tract or bordering the tract. If the
census tract was shown to have the highest number of commuters by bicycle (34-279) and no

bicycle infrastructure, it would be displayed as a red census tract in the analysis, depicting the
strongest need for further investigation as to the possibility of improving the bicycling

infrastructure in the area. Similarly, if the census tracts were shown to have the second highest
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level of commuters by bicycle (16-33) and no existing infrastructure, they are highlighted as

yellow in maps 3 and 4, depicting there is a need for further studies, but may not be the most

crucial areas. These two levels of analysis were determined using the highest two levels of the
quartile division, which was utilized on map 1. The census tracts which met such criteria were
selected and exported as a separate layers of data, overlaying the shapefile. From there, the
separate layers were able to depict their own symbology colors.

Map 4 is a magnified version of map 3, and highlights the downtown region of Los

Angeles. This map more easily conveys the distances between the existing bicycle networks and
census tracts with high bicycle ridership. A buffer of a quarter mile has been identified around

the existing bicycle infrastructure. The red and yellow census tracts all fall outside of this buffer
zone, meaning that any commuter within the census tract has to travel a minimum (further

depending where in the census tract they live) just to reach the beginning of any form of bicycle
infrastructure. Regional maps similar to map 4 can be used for specific city areas within Los
Angeles County for the independent cities to study.

The results of the current bicycle conditions and the analysis which was interpreted

from them is depicted in the following maps.
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CONCLUSION

The analysis in Maps 2 and 3 determined that there are currently many census tracts

which have high levels of people who commute to work by bicycle, yet do not have any existing

bicycle infrastructure. Initially, the analysis I wished to determine was the correlation (including
a chi squared) between the number of bicycle infrastructure systems within each census tract
and the number of commuters by bicycle within those census tracts. Upon finishing Map 1,

which shows the existing conditions, I realized that such a correlation was going to be hard to
depict, and that there were many zones which had no infrastructure and high number of
commuters. For this reason I decided to switch to the analysis provided in Maps 2 and 3.
Surprisingly, the census tracts which seemed to require a strong need for further

investigation (red and yellow census tracts in maps 2 and 3) seemed to appear randomly across
the entire county, sometimes grouped together and sometimes in single tracts. Those who
commute by bicycle did not exist only in certain cities such as Santa Monica, as one might

expect, but actually live all over the county. What does this mean for the future of development
concerning the bicycle network? Well, for one, the issue is one which affects the county as a

whole and is not simply limited to one or two cities. Thus, another issue is created on how such
development will be handled/distributed.

From the analysis which has been determined in this study, individual cities could study

the census tracts which are determined to be in strong need of bicycle infrastructure within

their city limits, and can produce their own study determining the feasibility of improvements;
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or, a countywide bicycle network improvement plan can be created to ensure a level of
completeness regarding the extents to which the network covers.

While this analysis is basic, only depicting the two types of census tracts which appear

to have the largest need for additional infrastructure, it provides initial locations which can be
studied in more depth to determine their individual need. A possible way to expand upon the

study would be to determine the levels of commuters by bicycle depending upon which form of
bicycle infrastructure they are adjacent to; for instance, do more people commute by bike if
their census tracts are adjacent or include a bike path, rather than those which utilize bike

routes? Additionally, analysis could be made to determine which census tracts have adequate

access to many forms of bicycle infrastructure, yet seem to have little to no commuters utilizing
the bicycle.

The data sources could have been improved if the census data was not limited to

commuting to work. Not everybody in the county has a career which requires commuting and,

those who do, work is only a part of their many daily commutes. Furthermore, the data fails to
provide information on commuting to school or even how often people ride bikes for

leisure/travel. Unfortunately, such data does not exist, so commuting to work therefore was

the limitation of the data. Although still a limitation, commuting to work does however seem to
be the most consistent trips made in a person’s daily life, and in Los Angeles does not change in
terms of viability from season to season. For these reasons, the data seemed to provide a
sufficient summary of the current conditions.
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While the initial idea of the study is being used to determine where future bicycle

infrastructure would best suit existing riders who currently lack nearby infrastructure, the study
can progress much further. Currently, there is little to no correlation between where bicycle
infrastructure exists and where bicycle commuters live. This being said, to determine if new
bicycle infrastructure attracts additional bicycle commuters, numbers can be tracked to
determine if there is a future increase of ridership within the newly developed areas.

Furthermore, once infrastructure is further developed to create a more complete network of

arterial bikeways, it will be much easier to connect this network to areas which currently show
to have low ridership. This phase of development would be contingent on the findings of

whether or not the new and safe bicycle paths do in fact attract people to commute by bicycle.
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